“PERFORMANCE PLUS”
TOP STOCK
EQUESTRIAN RANGE™
The “ PERFORMANCE PLUS TOP STOCK EQUESTRIAN ‘ range of organic based animal supplements, specifically blended to
make all the essential vitamins, minerals and amino acids required for healthy growth, breeding and performance,
immediately available to your horse or horses. It is designed to maximize animal health, with a subsequent improvement in
feed conversion leading to improved performance.
TOP STOCK for Head Shaking Horses, TOP STOCK Calming De-Tox, and TOP STOCK Calming De-Tox + Glucosamine are the
three special blend types, specifically designed to assist in specific areas while still giving the daily requirement of minerals,
vitamins, amino acids and metabolics. Whereas TOP STOCK Maintenance is for daily requirement dosage of minerals,
vitamins, amino acids and metabolics etc.


MAINTENANCE – For better condition, performance and work



DETOXING/CALMING – Specially formulated to have a calming effect on horses and ponies in times of stress, anxiety,
or when traveling or showing. It is also used when trying to gain condition on a horse or for helping the horse’s
system to detox and clean.



HEADSHAKING – Designed to assist horses or ponies that suffer from this disability known as “Headshaking” or
“Flicks”. Assist the animal to become calmer and less prone to this dangerous affliction.

TOP STOCK is an “Organic Based Liquid” supplement specifically blended from a kelp and molasses base and is designed to fire
up the horse’s digestive system. We use a deep sea kelp because it is the richest natural source of Amino Acids, which when
combined with molasses provides a complex range of trace elements, minerals and essential vitamins. To this base we have
added a range of specific vitamins, minerals and amino acids designed specifically for equine. High in Vitamin A & B groups,
Vitamin C for immune system, Vitamin E for reproduction and Rich in Amino acids, animals find the taste palatable so there is
no risk of waste or rejection. TOP STOCK Equestrian products are a balanced diet of natural nutrients in a liquid form that is
easily digestible and immediately available to the animal’s system.

As you would expect coming from “CLEAN GREEN NEW ZEALAND”, our products are cost effective, non-toxic to humans and
the environment, are easy to administer and show rapid results.

TOP STOCK for Head Shaking Horses –
For the horse that struggles with sudden and involuntary head tossing movements
that seem to be intermittent or unintentional? He or she could be suffering from a
common syndrome known as headshaking. Headshaking is a well-known term
used to define this odd and problematic behavior, most prevalent during the
spring, summer, and fall seasons.
Behaviors associated with headshaking may vary between horses. Many will shake
or jolt their head into the air in an abrupt and unexpected movement. Some
horses may aggressively rub their muzzle on the ground or on nearby objects, as
well as continuously snorting and sneezing in an attempt to alleviate their discomfort.
Interestingly, most researchers agree that even though headshaking may be initiated by former medical issues
or injuries, the source of the behavior can also originate from a stimulus to bright light known as “photic
headshaking”. The light stimulation triggers an abnormal communication with the trigeminal nerve and
powers a continued response that results in an uncomfortable and irritating feeling for the horse, known as
neuropathic pain. Dependent on the level of brightness and amount of exposure, this hyper stimulation of the
trigeminal nerve controls the nerve endings in the face. The physical motion of headshaking is a reaction by
the horse to relieve the tingling sensation felt when the nerve is stimulated.
TOP STOCK for Head Shaking horses contains antioxidants and vitamin concentrations that help to target

overactive nerve tissue in equines to reduce the prevalence and intensity of the headshaking syndrome.

ANALYSIS

UC DAVIS CASE STUDY
Dr. John E. Madigan:
With your veterinarian’s assistance, I suspect you will find an approach that helps. Don’t give up.
A product that shows great promise is Top Stock Headshaking formula, from New Zealand; in one uncontrolled study, seven
out of 10 horses improved while using this supplement.
I believe there is hope for the future of headshakers. Most pathology studies have found no lesions or other physical problems
with the trigeminal nerve, so it must be a chemical instability that causes it to fire inappropriately.
With enough research support, we may be able to identify this tweak in the trigeminal nerve and, we hope, correct it.
This work may also help us gain insight into the painful condition of human trigeminal neuralgia.
Dr. John E. Madigan, DVM, DACVIM
"EQ Consultants. EQUUS Magazine September 2012, issue 420, Page 76 -77"

TESTIMONIALS
"I was presented with a client's horse that had developed "Head Shaking Syndrome". We joined a study run by
the University of California, Davis Campus of Veterinary Medicine conducted by Dr John Madigan that used a
product from New Zealand called "Top Stock for Head Shaking Horses", and I can say with great delight that
week after week I saw significant improvement with this horse. He went from being "UNSAFE TO RIDE &
MISERABLE", to a "HAPPY, RIDEABLE HORSE" in a matter of weeks.
"I would happily recommend this all natural product, which is legal to use during competition, to anyone
dealing with the former career ending syndrome of Head Shaking. Top Stock for Head Shaking horses gives us
hope and resolution"......
Rebecca Rigdon, USA gold medal winning dressage rider
********************************************************************
"One of my show jumpers recently took part in a trial using TOP STOCK for Headshaking Horses being run by
Dr. John Madigan from the Davis Campus of the University of California“, “I am very happy and pleased to be
able to say that my horse was one of the 75% of the horses on the trial that showed and is still showing
significant improvement. I am still using this "Special Miracle Mineral" product, and like Dr. Madigan I would
recommend "TOP STOCK for Headshaking Horses" to anybody that has a horse suffering from this ailment".
Competition rider and equine vet Dr. Chrysann Collatos VMD, PhD, DACVIM
High Desert Veterinary Service Reno, Nevada
********************************************************************
As a traditional veterinary Surgeon with a Holistic Veterinary practice in Victoria I examined the constituents
of the Top Stock range of Animal Nutritional Supplements with interest hoping at last a product was available
that delivered essential vitamins, enzymes and nutrients without the other additives so present in
Pharmaceutical style formulations. My analysis produced excellent results. I am impressed by the iodine free
rich mix of natural constituents present. I have four horses of my own and am happy to supplement their feed
with Top Stock Equestrian products. Additionally I have and will recommend to my clients and fellow

Veterinary practitioners especially in those practices with Equestrian patients to consider Top Stock Equestrian
Range of Supplements as the better alternative to ensuring natural and non-toxic supplementation for the full
range of nutritional dietary supplements. I understand the cost-benefit of the Top Stock range is also
supportive of primary producers needs in these harsh drought times and fully support that as a further benefit
of using Top Stock's supplement range.
Australian rider and veterinarian Anne Neville B.VSc, South Road Animal Health, Bentleigh Victoria
********************************************************************
“I have one of the worst head shakers / flickers that wets have seen, in NZ & USA!
I have spent the last 3 years trying to find SOMETHING or SOMEONE that could help, trialing lots of different products
with minimal results. I have spent an enormous amount of time & energy (& money!) investigating & researching this
incurable problem that a lot of horses suffer from. A chance meeting introduced me to Garth & Jill from Top Stock, who
have been of wonderful help to me & my horse! They have come up with an ‘ORGANIC BASED” product that actually
works! I have seen an 85% reduction in head shaking from my horse, who is now rideable & happy! This product is not a
cure, but certainly aids in the prevention of head shaking. Please feel free to ask questions! I would be very happy to talk
to you about your specific horse or its requirements, as well as the other “Top Stock Equestrian products. (Top Stock
DeTox & Calming or Top Stock Natural Equestrian),”
Toni Bekker, Dressage Judge, Zanadu Equestrian, New Zealand

********************************************************************
"I have been using TopStock successfully for 2 1/2 years. My gelding sport horse Mackey developed severe Headshaking
Syndrome and had become almost unrideable. Conventional veterinary medications had little effect and we tried
TopStock following a veterinary recommendation. Since starting Topstock there has been a dramatic improvement in
Mackey's symptoms - we are back riding and enjoying ourselves! I am very happy to recommend TopStock Headshaking
Formula."
Eamonn McKiernan"

********************************************************************
I've been using TopStock on my tb gelding since 2011 and have been very happy with the results.
I am a pleasure rider; I don't make a lot of demands on my boy, but since using TopStock during the summer months, I
have been able to ride Scout throughout the year. Previously, I couldn't ride May through August.
Scout manifested his headshaking around 9 years of age. I inherited him from the owner. I did all the regular
stuff: changed tack (bit, saddle, took off martingale), had chiropractic and massage therapies, vet checks, changed
farriers, dental work, guardian mask, Reiki and Bowen therapies, Bach flower remedies, animal communicator,
cyproheptadine, homeopathy and various allergy medicines.
Although the cypro helped "somewhat" it did not allow me to ride. I think it did make Scout moderately
more comfortable in the field, but a bit lethargic.
I learned about TopStock through Dr. Madigan (foremost vet researcher on headshaking in horses). He put me on to
Garth.
Garth Carpenter was extremely supportive from the start. I stopped all other medicines including the cypro (which I was
nervous about doing) for 5 days, and then started TopStock. Although results vary from horse to horse, truthfully, Scout
showed positive change by day five.

Previously, Scout had exhibited headshaking in the field, stumbling, mild disorientation, seeking shade in the pole barn
or at the rear of another horse, aggressively splashing water in the drinking trough, constant snorting in the field and
barn. Riding was not possible: he'd come off his four feet simultaneously. Very dangerous.
He was a very unhappy horse. Stress did play a part of it all, I am sure: he was separated from the other horses and this
seemed to exacerbate things.
After starting TopStock Scout became less anxious, more content "in his own skin." The water dunking and snorting
lessened and he was picking up his feet better. His gait became more smooth and confident. The hooded look in his
eyes disappeared. When I lead with the lead rope, he walked willingly.
Over the past 4 summers, I have been able to ride Scout comfortably. We have stayed inside for two years, but for the
last two, we've been able to ride outside. Even at noon (previously I had thought he may have had a UV allergy) we have
been fine.
TopStock has been able to significantly reduce Scout's symptoms, which I now feel are triggered by either new grass,
dandelions, or both. Each year is different. The cooler the weather during the summer months, the better. I believe his
trigeminal nerve is affected, and from the reading that I have done, I've heard the pain is similar to that of shingles. I
think TopStock moderates/reduces/eliminates the shooting pain Scout experiences.
Please note that I have supplemented TopStock with an allergy medicine the last two years. Originally I just used AniHist from the States, but it is now a prescription medicine, so I can only use the equine antihistamine from my vet.
I am not sure what else to say. I have gone into some detail of our experiences because I am not sure what your horse's
symptoms are. However, I do have to impress that TopStock by far has been the savior for us. I realize that each horse
is different, as is each summer, but we have been very fortunate. Scout is comfortable, relaxed and willing to work
thanks to Garth's product. I really cannot say anything else.
Headshaking is by all accounts very frustrating for horse and rider. The causes are indeterminate so the remedies may
be likewise. However, I can only say what has worked for us.
If you require anything further, please do not hesitate to get in touch with me. I am happy to help in any way I can. And
as a new season approaches (finally! -- it has been so slow to arrive in southern Ontario), we will have to see what we
will see.
Take care. Best Wishes to you and your horse,
Linda and Scout

********************************************************************
Bing and I had our first real ride in months and best ride in over year! thank u! thank u! we road inside walk trot we took
trail ride alone walk trot and....It was amazing we had an awesome ride no headshaking at all on the trail we had such a
nice ride no spooking no headshaking it was so amazing so nice to have my friend back happy he did have headshaking a
bit inside but I think that was because dust and part of it habit because I was able to talk him through it he was wonderful!
Thank u I would love to write a testimony for u!! Thanks again!
Heather

********************************************************************

A little Doofy update - He is managing to eat his top stock in his feed yey!!
No head shaking at all in the paddock - Yey!! And he is eating more and putting on weight!!!
And under saddle only small head nods no big flicks or ripping the reins out of my hands and he has turned into a pony
club pony! He had 5 days off with his mouth and normally after that amount of days off he needs a good lunge before i
get on as he is full of nervous energy but on wednesday when i rode him i got straight on, he was relaxed and happy - no
shying or taking off or silly nervous behaviour just a relaxed quiet happy horse!! i loved it!!! this is the horse i knew
before all the headshaking. I am so happy Garth - thank you so much for letting me try your top stock.
Thanks you Garth and a big thank you from Doofy who is a much happier horse again.
I will also need to get some more Top stock too.
cheers Amy

********************************************************************

TOP STOCK Calming De-Tox –
Specifically formulated to achieve a calming effect on horses and ponies in times of stress, anxiety or when
traveling or showing. This product is also used when trying to gain condition or helping the system to detox
and clean. Also a proven aid in the healing and prevention of mud fever and staggers.

TOP STOCK Calming De-Tox + Glucosamine –
For older horses, or horses suffering from bruising or other injuries associated with age or a fall or minor surgery or
to ease the discomfort that many older horses suffer from because of arthritis. It has all the benefits of the De-tox /
Calming blend with the additional support of Glucosamine.

ANALYSIS

TESTIMONIALS
I started using Top Stock Detox and Calmer around 18 months ago and have had great results. I'm a Grade 1a Para
Equestrian rider and I have FSH Muscular Dystrophy - a degenerative muscle disorder that affects most of the muscles in
my body. I compete in national para equestrian competitions here in NZ, and my tests are all at walk-only due to my
disability. My horse has to be calm and responsive as much as possible, because one small spook or jump in any
direction, and my trunk collapses and I either fall forward onto his neck and have to be 'rescued' by my crew (I can't sit
back up myself due to my weak muscles), or I'm in danger of falling off completely.
I started using Top Stop Detox and Calmer a few weeks before Horse of the Year last year. We were due to compete in
the Para Equestrian classes and my horse Tech was going through a really spooky period: spooking, stopping and
panicking when he saw things he wasn't expecting, even in calm quiet environments. I started off with 20ml per day for
a week and it wasn't long before Tech was feeling much more relaxed and calm, with his focus more on me than what
was going on around him. We had a really successful show and gained an high score of 65% from all of our tests. Tech
coped really well with the atmosphere, including staying nice and calm for Champion and Reserves prize-giving in the
main Dressage arena on the Sunday, with spectators and trade stands surrounding the whole arena and lots of activity
all around us.
After the initial loading, I've dropped the dosage to 10ml per day which has kept Tech calm and responsive for every day
situations. In the lead up to a show I increase his dose to 15ml per day for a couple of days before, and if there's a
particularly stressful or excitable environment on the morning of a competition, I give him a shot of 10ml directly into his
mouth with a syringe. At North Island Championships last season, the weather was particularly windy which was blowing
the sand across the arenas. I gave Tech an extra shot of Top Stock Detox and Calmer in the morning and he coped
tremendously - no spooking or worrying about the sand blowing all over the place, or the people and dogs who kept
appearing over the top of the bank at one end of our arena during our test!
Our best performance last season was at Horse of the Year where we smashed our personal best score for our Para
Equestrian Grade 1a Team Test with 73%, and also scored 70% in our Grade 1a Individual Championship Test the next
day. Our 73% score was the highest score across all Para Equestrian Grade Tests at Horse of the Year 2015, so I'm very
proud of that score! Again, Tech handled the atmosphere in the main dressage arena for Champion and Reserve
prizegiving very well - even the cheering and clapping from the main grandstand audience who were watching one of
the big showjumping classes at the same time as our prizegiving.
Top Stock Detox and Calmer is an essential part of my horse care and feeding routine, and it really does keep Tech calm
but responsive to my very weak aids due to my disability. I would recommend it to anyone who needs a calm horse but
still responsive and has enough energy to perform at its best, whatever the discipline.
Jodie
********************************************************************
Hiya Garth, just touching base regarding my horses progress since I started using the Top Stock products, it’s been an
amazing few months with the transformation I have seen. With all the rain we've had and the ongoing issue of mud
fever on the legs and flus and viruses. I thought I was facing the same ol same ol this year, but that wasn't the
case. Simply put, after starting on the Top Stock Calming - Detox for a couple of weeks mud fever all but disappeared,
no flus or viruses, and then we went on to the Top Stock Maintenance. These products really do what they say and
more, sooo much more, the brightness in the eye, the shine on the coat, (even throughout winter it was gleaming)
amazing results. But the most amazing thing was the horses performance, the horses just improve by seconds and
lengths, and we are now picking up a cheque week in week out, no need for any other supplements (NONE) this does it
all, they just race better, recover faster, relax better, Top Stock are the real deal, well done on an amazing product, we
just refuse to use anything else, this is the only product I need.

You can use this reference and show it to any horse owner that you want to and feel free to tell any race horse trainer or
owner to contact me if they want to ask me any questions about how good Top Stock is and what it does.
regards
Gerry.

********************************************************************
My Mare Hildy gave birth to a 72kg colt. Her birth was very difficult one on which she got a torn uterus and retained
after birth. As her uterus was torn she couldn't pass her after birth as with her contractions they only centered around
her tear.
I managed to foal her before the vets got there, but the vets held no hope for Hildy to recover.
she was on allot of drugs to try and fight the infection but Hildy was down and out for the count on the ground and only
getting up to her foal to feed him when he demanded her up.
Hildy wasn't eating, very high temperature and heart rate was thru the roof.
Vets came out every day flushing her to try and get the afterbirth out.. Finally on the 4th day afterbirth was out but Hildy
was still not good.
Vets told me to expect the worse as in their opinion she wouldn't make it.
My friend knew Garth and Jilly from Top Stock (I had used it before in pregnant mares and saw great results but didn't
think it could help Hildy in this situation) and she told me to ring Garth and talk to him. so I did. In my total amazement
Garth and Jilly left their home watching the rugby to drive at 9 30pm(over an hour away) to me with top stock to try and
save my mare. Garth told me how much to give her and to ring him everyday to let him know how she was.
Within 40mins of giving Hildy topstock she got up onto her feet (first time in 4days by herself) and started eating. I
couldn't believe my eyes. She then went down again and slept for a few hours.
I gave her more top stock in the morning and she stayed on her feet most of that day, going down to sleep and rest allot
but still getting up and walking around pooing and eating.
Within a couple of days she was up most of the time. The vets couldn't believe it. Throughout all this time she was on
huge amount of drugs as well. but the vets didn't hold any hope and the only time I saw any improvement was when I
started using top stock. Top Stock saved my mare and she is still alive today and to look at her you wouldn't think
anything was ever wrong and that she was so close to death.
Thank you Garth and Jilly for going the extra mile for my mare. Your Top stock saved my mares life.

********************************************************************

TOP STOCK Maintenance –
For better condition, performance and work. Contains all the daily required minerals, vitamins that a horse will
need, no other supplements are required.

ANALYSIS

TESTIMONIALS
Hiya Garth, just touching base regarding my horses progress since I started using the Top Stock products, it’s been an
amazing few months with the transformation I have seen. With all the rain we've had and the ongoing issue of mud
fever on the legs and flus and viruses. I thought I was facing the same ol same ol this year, but that wasn't the
case. Simply put, after starting on the Top Stock Calming - Detox for a couple of weeks mud fever all but disappeared,
no flus or viruses, and then we went on to the Top Stock Maintenance. These products really do what they say and
more, sooo much more, the brightness in the eye, the shine on the coat, (even throughout winter it was gleaming)
amazing results. But the most amazing thing was the horses performance, the horses just improve by seconds and
lengths, and we are now picking up a cheque week in week out, no need for any other supplements (NONE) this does it
all, they just race better, recover faster, relax better, Top Stock are the real deal, well done on an amazing product, we
just refuse to use anything else, this is the only product I need. You can use this reference and show it to any horse
owner that you want to and feel free to tell any race horse trainer or owner to contact me if they want to ask me any
questions about how good Top Stock is and what it does.
regards
Gerry.

********************************************************************

TOP STOCK Thoroughbred – Top Stock Equestrian for Thoroughbred” range of products are similar
to the 4 types shown above but are enhanced with extra vitamins, amino acids and metabolics more suited for the
use in thoroughbred horses.

THE FOLLOWING ASSISTED IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND FORMULATION OF THE TOP STOCK PRODUCTS:
Dr. Karen Booth BSc, Cert VR, MRVCS, MACVS Advisor to A.R.B.N.Z (ANIMALS REMEDIES LICENSING BOARD of NZ)
Dr. Allan Richards M.Sc. (Hon) Advisor to C.S.I.R.O (Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization)
Dr. Bob Saddler B Vet Sc. MACVSc, MRSNZ , Veterinary Pharmacologist, Snr Advisor to A.R.B.N.Z

TOP STOCK INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Garth Carpenter, Farmer/Inventor
Jill Carpenter, Director of Marketing
PO Box 8566
Havelock North
New Zealand
www.horseheadshakinghelp.com
gvthec@gmail.com

